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Project 1 Peer Evaluation

For the partitioning project that you completed you will be required to do a peer-evaluation. Your
project will be tested and graded as per an assigned grading scheme by your classmates. To
facilitate this you are required to do the following:

Preparing your evaluation package
You will have to submit an evaluation package consisting of the following:

1. Your source code -including all headers/dependencies.

2. A make �le if it is a C/C++ code or (even a script that compiles your code and generates an
executable would do). If you have implemented your code in java, you should include all the
java class �les necessary to compile and run your project.

3. A README �le which contains the following sections:
( DO NOT mention your names/netids/UTD-IDs anywhere in the source code/README)

• A section that clearly explains how to compile and execute your code. It is expected that
your code should be able to run on any standard compiler in a Windows/UNIX environment
without the use of any third party libraries.

• A few examples that show clearly how to run your code and obtain the results. The results
(�nal cut set, ratio cut etc.) should either be displayed on the console or (preferably) written
to an output �le.

• You may provide a list of optimal cooling schedules, initial temperature information (or any
other relevant information) for each benchmark as testing guidelines or through a con�g �le.
If no such information is provided, the person evaluating your project may use values as per
her/his judgement which might lead to sub optimal results!

You will have to incorporate a simple user interface for your project so that the person evaluating
your project can enter con�guration values through the command line while without having to
modify any of your source �les as far as possible.

For example: (this is just an example, you may implement this as you see �t)

$./executablename.out benchmark.net benchmark.are <random seed> <any other parameters if
applicable>

So for KL/FM, you could have:

$./kl_team1.out ibm01.net ibm01.are

for SA:

$./sa_team1.out ibm01.net ibm01.are <initial temperature> <loop value>
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Or you could ask the user to input the values in an interactive manner. This should be clearly
explained in your README �le with examples.

Evaluation

You will have 1.5 weeks to evaluate the project that is assigned to you. You need not review the
code - but you will have to run all the benchmarks to evaluate the performance of the algorithm.
You will grade the project as per the parameters speci�ed in Table 1 and assign a �nal score ( a
number between 0-100) along with your comments justifying why you deducted points for each
criterion in the �Observations� column. The TA/instructor will verify your evaluation. We

expect you to do a thorough job of testing and evaluating the project assigned to

you. You will be held accountable for any obvious shortcomings in the project that

you fail to report in your evaluation! Note that this peer evaluation score will not

necessarily be the score that you will recieve for Project1.

Criterion Max

points

Observations Guidelines

1 Completeness 40 We expect you to report results for all
benchmarks- deduct 5 points for every
incomplete benchmark result.

2 Cutset
Reduction

40 You are expected to test the
robustness of the implementation
using di�erent random cuts/ inital
temperatures etc. Typically, all
benchmarks should show similar

cutset reductions. Pay attention to
extreme cases (eg. over 90% reduction
for one benchmark and less than 20%
for another. Deduct points for such

cases.
3 Final Cut for

every
benchmark

20 Assign a grade based on the relative
�nal cutset value obtained for each

benchmark. Table 3 lists the
approximate best cutset values
reported for all benchmarks this
semester-that should aid you in

grading this section.
TOTAL
SCORE

__/100 This is the total score that is assigned
to the project.

Table 1: Evaluation criteria

Algorithm name

Benchmark Starting

cut

Final cut Ratio cut Percentage

change

Execution Time*

Table 2: Evaluation results
Code executed on : <Type of machine>:<processor>:<RAM> any other relevant information.
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ibm01 ibm03 ibm04 ibm06 ibm08 ibm10 ibm12 ibm14 ibm16 ibm18

KL 3000 5000 6000 17500 24100 16800 18800 31400 24100 48500
FM 500 2600 800 1100 4100 2400 6600 7300 8200 3000
SA 2100 3000 2900 25400 10600 9100 12900 22300 34500 36500

Table 3: Approximate best �nal cut values for all benchmarks (data obtained from Project 1 results
submitted)

Submission

You will need to submit an evaluation report (electronically) which will consist of:

1. Table1 with your comments and observations if any.

2. Table2 with the values �lled in for the project that has been evaluated by you.

Note: There will be no deadline extensions for this submission!
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